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“Also, Mister Wyatt fell for you at first sight. He willingly put up three hundred thousand as an engagement gift. It’s quite a show

of sincerity. You should take this chance. Don’t let it slip away!”

Both Mindy and Joey tried to advise Janice.

They just planned on testing the waters and were not hoping for too much. Yet, they were lucky enough that Theodore fell for

Janice immediately.

It suited them perfectly.

As long as Janice agreed to be with Theodore, then Joey’s family would be able to rely on the Wyatt Group. Their future would

be incredibly bright!

“Janice, your mother and the others are being quite reasonable. Even though you just got to know Mister Wyatt, feelings can be

slowly built up. Why don’t you get engaged to Mister Wyatt first, and slowly develop your feelings later?” Horace said after some

hesitation.

After all, Theodore’s family was just too amazing. They were truly wealthy.

If his daughter could be with Theodore, then she would live a life of luxury, free of any worries. She would be able to get anything

she wanted.

Every parent wished for their children to have a good life. The two of them were no different!

“Dad, mom, you don’t have to try to talk me into it! No matter how amazing his family is, I just don’t like him! You can’t force

feelings. I won’t agree to the engagement!” Janice said resolutely.

She was not a girl who loved to show off. She would rather live a normal and peaceful life with a man she loved that sells her

feelings for money!

Theodore was always someone who got what he wanted. When Janice rejected him mercilessly in public like that, he got a bit

angry, “Miss Janice, you’d better think about it. With who I am, so many women jump right into my arms as long as I wiggle my

finger!”

“Honestly, you should be happy I fell for you. Other women wouldn’t even be able to dream of it!”

“Please! I don’t care about anything like that. You should leave it for other women!” Janice said with a sniff. She started to hate

Theodore’s arrogance even more.

“You…” Theodore’s face was incredibly dark.

He never expected that Janice would not fall right into his arms. It was the first time he met a woman who would not be moved

by money!

Not only that, the things that could not be were the best!

The more Janice rejected him, the more he felt like Janice was special, and the more he liked her!

“Mister and Missus Lynch, help me convince your daughter!” Theodore looked at Horace and Leanne.

Since he could not convince Janice, he was forced to put his hopes on her parents.

“Janice, I know the engagement is very sudden, and you can’t accept it right now, but an engagement isn’t

asking you to get married. You don’t have a boyfriend now anyway. Why don’t you get engaged to Mister Wyatt? Then the two of

you can date. If you don’t try it out, how would you know that the two of you wouldn’t be suited to each other!” Leanne advised.

“That’s right, Janice, you can get engaged to him first, and the two of you can slowly get to know each other.”

“Mister Wyatt seems excellent in many ways. Once you’re with him for a long time, you might just fall for him!”

Mindy and Joey tried to help as well.

“Mom, an engagement isn’t something so trivial that you can just try out!”

“I’ve already decided. There’s no room for discussion!” Janice’s attitude was very firm.
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